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MECT Grants Support STEM Education
Kestrel Educational
Adventures and
Mass Audubon Bring
Science to the Schools
Hands-on scientific inquiry is
a vital and fun educational tool.
MECT believes that supporting
programs that apply STEM
(Science, Technology, Math and
PHOTO COURTESY OF KESTREL
Engineering) curricula in the
EDUCATIONAL ADVENTURES
out-of-doors provides students
the best of both worlds: increased appreciation and
understanding of the local environment, as well as
observational, investigative, and technical skills that
future scientists and advocates can use to enhance
conservation stewardship.
Last May and June, thanks, in part to MECT
funding, 250 elementary school students (K-2) in
the Manchester-Essex Regional School District
(MERSD) studied waterways, tides, the rocky shore,
and forest ecology in the classroom and at field sites
on the beaches, woods and salt marshes of Essex and

Our Annual Appeal to
Donors Begins
Protecting land, conserving biodiversity and
natural resources, and nurturing young naturalists
are three of MECT’s most fundamental activities.
Your donation to the 2016 Annual Appeal is a
contribution to the quality of life MECT helps
provide in our beautiful communities. Please reply
using the envelope included with this newsletter, or
donate at our website, www.mect.org/annual-appeal.
Thank you.

Manchester. Teachers from
Kestrel Educational Adventures
based in Gloucester, and Mass
Audubon at Endicott Wildlife
Sanctuary in Wenham developed
lessons that meet Massachusetts
STEM education standards and
facilitated the sessions.
Kindergarten is not too soon
to engage students in scientific
study of the natural world. Kestrel
Adventures instructors helped
Habitat hunt pays
the children probe the question
off for these forest
explorers.
“How does water move and
change during its journey?” The
Kindergartners asked a lot of questions, tossed sticks
and leaves into streams to watch how they moved, made
temporary dams, and back in the classroom mapped the
watery habitats around their school. Learning how to
keep streams clean and healthy was an important part
of the program, as were interactions with local wildlife –
some of the Essex children held an American toad!
MECT Grants Support STEM, continues on page 2

Earth: A New Wild – Forests

MECT Trustees invite 2016 Annual Appeal donors
giving $300 or more to an engaging and intimate evening
in a seaside home on January 28 to learn more about the
global impact of forests and MECT’s efforts to preserve
our local woodland ecology. We’ll view and chat about the
“Forests” episode of the PBS series Earth: A New Wild and
you’ll meet like-minded enthusiasts of our green spaces and
natural resources. Space is limited to the first 20 donors
who respond with a gift and an interest in attending. If you
are interested please check the box on the reply envelope.
Giving online? Add a comment with your gift. Thank you.
Questions? Call Alida at 978-890-7153
or email: conserve@mect.org

Cache ’til You Crash:
Did Birds Invent Shopping?

A key element of effective caching, of course,
is retrieval: Where the heck did I put that acorn?
And at least some members of the jay family have
demonstrated a prodigious ability to remember not only
By Chris Leahy, Mass Audubon
where they stored some tidbit, but what the tidbit was
ays – including the spectacular blue one that
and how long ago it was cached. Clark’s Nutcrackers,
we tend to undervalue due to its abundance
for example, can store over 30,000 items in up to
and occasional rude behavior at
2,500 locations within a 15 mile radius and
feeding stations – are widely
are able to recover about two thirds of
believed to be “smart.” One of the most
them as much as 13 months later.
intriguing aspects of this perceived
But what does all this have to do
intelligence is their habit – shared
with shopping? Well, shopping
with crows and other members
can be defined as: “The seeking,
of their family, as well as titmice,
examination, selection and
nuthatches and woodpeckers – of
purchase of goods or services.”
caching food items for future use, a
And jays and their kin do all but
useful trait for getting through the
the purchase part. Actually, we’re
long New England winter without
the only animal that buys and sells
suffering the rigors of migration. Fitted
things – an idea we came up with only
PHO
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with exceptionally large salivary glands,
about 11,000 years ago. Was there a fork in
jays can make quantities of sticky saliva with
our evolutionary path when we could have created
which they glue sundry morsels into tree crevices and
an economy without money and ended up in a world
other secure niches. The food items are stored within a
without malls and shopping?
prescribed radius with the birds instinctively balancing
Just kidding.
the quality of the tidbit (i.e. its size or nutritional
Reprinted with permission of Mass Audubon
value) and the distance it will have to travel to retrieve
the cache.
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MECT Grants Support STEM, continued from page 1

First Graders from Manchester Memorial and
Essex Elementary schools set out to explore the
watery dynamics and marine life of White Beach in
Manchester, Manchester Harbor and Conomo Point
in Essex by using the scientific method to determine
which parts of the intertidal zone support more life and
how organisms adapt to changing tides. Mass Audubon
and Kestrel Adventures guided different activities with
wonderful support from parents and MECT Trustee,
Francie Caudill.
Second Grade Forest Ecologists asked how certain
kinds of soil, plants and animals support one another
in a forest system. Indoors, all the students played a
game communicating their own lifestyles and then
they were matched with an animal with similar habits.
Each student received a card depicting an animal
match. Next, the Manchester students traveled by bus
to Dexter Pond; the Essex students went to Chebacco
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Woods. In small groups, students looked for signs
of, or potential habitat for, their match animal. They
discovered and observed many wonderful creatures,
including a water snake, several kinds of frogs, and
hatchling turtles. Students also found many signs that
a place might be a fitting habitat for their animal. Back
in the classroom, instructors worked with small groups
to make habitat and potential habitat maps for each
animal match.
MECT’s Education Fund provides financial support
for schools to hire the expert environmental educators
who offer these specialized programs. We’re thrilled to
enable programs that get kids outdoors exploring the
magnificent natural open spaces in their towns, while
advancing their science skills. We’d love to receive
proposals from teachers, scouting and youth group
leaders who might be interested in similar programs.
Questions? Contact us at conserve@mect.org.

Conservation Restrictions
enerosity in the realm of land conservation
manifests in many guises. Some dedicated
families donate land outright by transferring
a deed of ownership to Manchester-Essex
Conservation Trust (MECT), protecting the property
from that day forward. Occasionally, MECT negotiates
a sale, bargain or otherwise, again, resulting in fee
ownership for MECT. Approximately 1,262 acres of
protected land in Manchester and Essex owned by
MECT fit in this category.
Conservation Restrictions (CRs), whereby a landowner
transfers the development rights of a conservationworthy property to MECT to be held in trust, protects
another 175 acres of land in Manchester and Essex.
Under a CR, most development is prohibited, but
some limited uses may be negotiated and listed in the
CR document. The CR is binding on future owners.
A CR can be placed on a portion of a parcel of land.
If a conservation agreement benefits the public by
permanently protecting important conservation
resources (as determined by the municipality and
the Commonwealth) and meets other federal tax
code requirements, it can qualify as a tax-deductible
charitable donation. The amount of the donation is the
difference between the land’s value with the agreement
and its value without the agreement. To qualify as a
charitable donation, a conservation agreement must
be permanent. A landowner should get professional
financial planning and legal advice before making such
a major donation.

MECT Trustee George Smith protected his
west Manchester land with a C.R. in 2007.

MAP: AMY BLONDIN

Map of Long Hill, Manchester Conservation
Restrictions, including monitoring route and
photo points for future reference.
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Attaching a CR to a piece of land gives the owner the
satisfaction of leaving a conservation legacy along with
the ability to pass the land to the next generation or to a
buyer who is legally required to uphold the conservation
values detailed in the CR agreement.
MECT “holds” 22 CRs in Manchester and Essex.
Mary Herter and Suzanne Treadway donated the first
in 1978, to protect salt marsh habitat along Days Creek
in Manchester. The restricted area includes a shoreline
buffer between residential properties and the creek, as
well as all of Marsh Island, including its dike. Lauren
Mercadante donated the most recent CR in 2015
to insure protection in perpetuity of natural habitat
abutting Singing Beach. (See MECT newsletter, Spring
2016). Given the density of development along the coast,
MECT is happy to hold eight CRs protecting coastal
habitat, including one that insures that House Island,
owned by Mass Audubon, is doubly protected from
future development. Owners of woodland parcels who
wished to see the conservation value of their properties
protected forever donated the remaining 14 CRs.
Managing Conservation Restrictions is a big
responsibility for MECT. We must monitor, i.e., inspect
each CR property on a regular basis to insure the
restriction is upheld. Although a restriction is recorded
with the deed, a new owner needs to be familiar with the
intent and extent of the prohibitions and rights. Therefore
we track when a property has been sold and reach out to
the new owner. On more remote properties, encroachment
or prohibited activity from abutters sometimes
occurs. Because MECT has accepted a Conservation
Restriction in trust from the donor, it is incumbent on
us to be sure the restrictions are being upheld.
Conservation Restrictions, continues on page 4
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Trail Improvement
at Dexter Pond
Conservation Area
One of the most distinctive ecosystems
in Manchester is the Dexter Pond
Conservation Area off Colburn Road in
east Manchester. Last March enthusiastic
volunteers cleared an overgrown loop
PHOTO : MIKE DYER
trail, completing Phase One of a project
designed to improve access, trail safety
and minimize ecological disruption around the pond.
If approved by town committees, Phase Two will
further enhance the trail and walking experience.
MECT Trustee Mike McDonagh, project leader,
collaborated with the town Conservation Commission
and Open Space and Recreation Committee to plan,
acquire permits, recruit and manage the volunteers who
showed up on March 26 to put some muscle behind
their passionate love of the outdoors.
The Dexter Pond Conservation Area comprises
approximately 30 acres of forested uplands, wetlands
and a large open pond with a surface area of
approximately 2.8 acres and an average depth of only
3-4 feet, making it an excellent and popular ice-skating
site. Groundwater flow and a surface stream that enters
along the eastern shore feed the pond. Every summer
the Manchester Coastal Stream Team organizes
members and volunteers from the community to
remove flower heads from the invasive purple loosestrife
plants to prevent seed dispersal.
Dexter Pond is located off Colburn Road, with
parking for five or six cars. Conservation Restrictions
permit public access to the Conservation Area’s trails
for recreation and education in perpetuity. The loop
trail is about ¾ mile. It is considered easy for walking
Conservation Restrictions, continued from page 3

Lately, using staffer Amy Blondin’s GIS skills,
we have been updating our CR maps, and creating
digital files to systematize the data we collect during
monitoring excursions. This methodology enables us to
document the conditions on a CR property from year
to year so we can more easily inform new owners of the
status quo, identify any problems that might arise and
even notice natural changes in the protected habitats.

Gordon College students hard
at work improving a trail.

and offers views of the
pond, a vernal pool
and swamp, as well as a variety of birds, wildlife and
wetland plants. MECT funds pond study programs
for students in the Manchester-Essex Regional School
District, and often explores the area during one
of its free Sunday nature walks. (See “Mark Your
Calendar on p. 6.) For more information on how the
Conservation Area came to be protected thanks to
generous land donors, and a map, see the Spring 2015
MECT newsletter. Newsletters are on the “About” page
of our web site: www.mect.org/news-letters.

Thanks to all who
helped with this project!
Manchester Conservation Commission: Olga Hayes,
Chris Bertoni  Manchester Open Space and Recreation:
Mary Reilly  Cape Ann Trail Stewards: Herb Stillman 
Gordon College students: Blake Denman, Richelle Joseph,
Peter Nawoichik, Nathaniel Chmura, Nora Kirkham, Nate
McReynolds, Taylor Bradford  Bill Mueller and his sons Eli
and Neil from Rockport  MECT Trustees Mike McDonagh
and Bill Vachon initiated and led the effort  Photography
by Manchester resident Ken King and MECT President
Mike Dyer.
Information and some text in this article adopted from
the Manchester Open Space and Recreation Plan, 2014.

Accepting Conservation Restrictions has been a
wonderful way to conserve land in Manchester and
Essex. However, fulfilling our legal obligations and
upholding the trust placed in us requires significant
human and financial resources.
Your Annual Appeal gift helps strengthen MECT’s
stewardship of the conservation lands we all appreciate
so much. Thank you for helping!
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Winning Photographs
on View in November
Awards Reception:
Saturday, November 12
MECT members and the public
will be able to view the finest
submissions to the 2015‑2016
BO N
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photo contest that ended on
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September 1. Winning photographs in each of the four
contest categories – The Four Seasons, Animal Kingdom,
Plants and Fungi, and Landscape – will be on display at
the Santander Bank in Manchester, during November.
Come meet the artists at a reception and begin your
holiday shopping early. There will be an opportunity to
purchase copies of the winning photographs and support
MECT by doing so. Light refreshments will be served.
Santander Bank, 17 Union Street, Manchester
Saturday, November 12, from 9:00 to 11:30 am

Come One, Come All!
Help celebrate Charlie Kellogg’s dedication
to local conservation, recreation, and
environmental education.
Saturday, September 24, 3:00-5:00 pm
Rain Date: Sunday, September 25
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MECT is hosting a walk to the
top of Millstone Hill, where a
memorial plaque is being installed to
commemorate Charlie’s love of the
Manchester-Essex Woods. Charlie
joined the MECT Board of Trustees in
1999 and became President in 2008 –
serving as President until an illness
Charlie enjoying
overcame him in 2015. Charlie loved
the Wilderness
being in the Manchester-Essex Woods.
Conservation Area
He hiked and skied, inspired and
mentored youths, guided public walks
Gateway ribbon
and hosted public events. Charlie was
cutting in 2014.
also an accomplished trail runner
with many friends in the Cape Ann running community.
Most of all, Charlie loved the trails that meander through
some of the most beautiful, historical and environmentally
important conservation areas on the north shore. He
believed that providing people access to natural open spaces
encourages curiosity, respect and a passion to protect these
special places. We hope you’ll join Charlie’s family, friends
and colleagues. Refreshments will be served.
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Why Protect More Land in
Essex and Manchester?
Annual Meeting: Sunday, November 6
At the November 6 MECT Annual Meeting,
Helen Bethell, MECT’s Director of Land Acquisition
and Protection, with assistance from Amy Blondin,
GIS, Mapping, and Land Records Coordinator, will
present maps showing locations of critical natural
resources, and discuss why local land protection
is important.
This fascinating talk will begin after refreshments
and a short meeting to report on the year’s activities
and elect officers and trustees. We urge you to attend
the Annual Meeting to learn more about the Trust’s
activities, help guide its initiatives, and possibly discover
a project to which you would like to lend your skills.
Manchester Community Center, 40 Beach Street, Manchester
Sunday, November 6 at 4:00 pm

The MECT Woodlands Guide
is a compendium of facts and
legends, maps and photos,
all gathered to give you a
comprehensive guide to the
Manchester-Essex Woods
and a few protected areas
in Manchester south of
Route 128. The guide, developed
by MECT Trustee, Mike McDonagh, is now available
on our website, www.mect.org, accessible from the
dropdown menu in the website’s “About” section.

We are grateful for the support
of these local companies:
Biomarine Research Labs
Cape Ann Savings Bank
Corliss Landscaping &
Irrigation
The Cricket Press
Crosby’s Marketplace

Glovsky & Glovsky LLC
Manchester Travel Company
New England Running
Company
New Generation Advisors, LLC
Nor’east Frameworks

Contact us at conserve@mect.org if your company
would like to learn more about MECT.
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Mark Your Calendar!
September 18: Reconnoiter Dexter
Pond and Long Hill Conservation
Areas. Mike McDonagh 
September 24: Join the Charlie
Kellogg Memorial Hike to Millstone
Hill and view the commemorative
plaque. Rain date: 9/25 
September 25: Look for
mushrooms with expert Erika
Sonder. Anne’s Woods 
October 2: Enter and explore the
Essex Woods. Steve Lantner 
October 9: Explore the Agassiz
Rock Reservation, a Trustees
property, visiting both dramatic
boulders and their woodland
surroundings. George Smith 
October 16: Hike the beautiful
Cheever Commons Loop in the
western part of the Wilderness
Conservation Area. David Kahle 
October 23: TBA. Please check
our website.
October 29: Work on trail upkeep.
Bring clippers/hand saws. 1:30 pm.
Rain date October 30 

October 30: Wander the pathways
in the Warren-Weld Woodland.
Mike McDonagh 
November 5: Work on trail upkeep.
Bring clippers/hand saws. 1:30 pm.
Rain Date November 6 
November 6: 53RD Annual Meeting.
Why Protect More Land in Manchester
and Essex? 4:00‑6:00 pm. 
November 12: Artists’ Reception for
MECT Photo Contest. 9:00-11:30 am.
Public is invited. 
Meeting Locations:
 Dexter Pond-Colburn Road,
Manchester  WCA Gateway, Upper
School Street, Manchester  Pipeline
Road/Upper Pine Street, Manchester
 Andrews Street, Essex  Agassiz
Rock Trailhead, Upper School Street,
Manchester  WWW Trailhead,
Apple Street, Essex  Manchester
Community Center, 40 Beach Street,
Manchester  Santander Bank,
17 Union Street, Manchester

Find more details about these events at www.mect.org/events.
All programs run from 3:00-5:00 pm unless otherwise noted.
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